
TikTok 
101

FOCUSED?
LET'S GET IT DONE

This is a view only file, so grab
a pen, download the file, print
it off and let's get started.



What you need to know....

 

WHY YOU SHOULD CONSIDER TIKTOK

There are 17 million active TikTok users in the UK

60% of users are over the age of 20 (it's not a teenage platform)

TikTok has surpassed Google as the most popular web domain

Average use time is 61 mins per day (so users are very engaged)

TikTok 's organic reach is huge - 118% vs Facebook's 5.2%

BUSINESSBUSINESSBUSINESS CREATORCREATORCREATOR

Can direct message (and leave 
automated message responses)
Instant access to link in bio - no
need to acquire 1000 followers

Limited library of sounds and music
(harder to use trends)
Limited access to duets and stitch

Can only direct message friends
(you follow them, they follow you)
Not an instant access to link in bio
-must acquire 1000 followers

Full access to sounds, music, duets
and stitch

TikTok Culture

EDUCATEEDUCATEEDUCATE
ENGAGEENGAGEENGAGE EMOTIONEMOTIONEMOTION

ENTERTAINENTERTAINENTERTAIN

Length: up to 10 minutes, but 15
secs or less is the sweet spot

Video can be recorded natively
or pre-recorded an uploaded

"Following" page (all the TikTokers you
follow)

"For You" page (TikToks the algorithm
suggests for you - the aim is to get your
Tik Toks onto this page



 

SORT YOUR BIO

FIRST THINGS FIRST

Headshot or 6 seconds of video

80 characters for your bio (add a
link when you are granted one)

Consider making a link page on
your website

LinkTree tends to flag a warning on
TikTok

FUNNELFUNNELFUNNEL

Awareness

Nurture

Buy

Most people get stuck in the trap of only
making awareness content
It's important to make content that nurtures
your followers (makes them feel involved
Don't forget to get around to asking them to
book in to see you

EVERGREENEVERGREENEVERGREEN TRENDSTRENDSTRENDS
Make 30% of your content evergreen

'How-to' /'What is'/'How I treat'
Visual examples (e.g. lung CT) or improved
technique. Talking head.

Batch record them

Get them to watch
until the end (to help
sway the algorithm)

Make 70% of your content a trend video

Think how you can put a spin on a trend,
e.g. P.O.V.

Keep it entertaining
and educational

Keep these short, so
to increase the chance
of 'looping'



 

GET RECORDING

Talking head

Trending music (find a song you like, then
record your video and add text over the top)

Trending sounds and actions

Duets and stitch

Green screen (good with talking head - e.g. to
showcase a patient testimonial)

You can add stickers / polls 

CAPTION (AND HASHTAGS)CAPTION (AND HASHTAGS)CAPTION (AND HASHTAGS)
Can now have up to 300 characters in the caption.

Make the caption intriguing, funny, or relatable. 
Fill the remainder of the space with hashtags.

Hashtags will help the algorithm show your content
to those who are searching for it, or, who have seen
content that is similar.

Use hashtags that your ideal patient or referrer is 
searching for.

Use a separate account to follow your peers and
see what is performing well for them in terms of
hashtags.

Use hashtags 40,000- 100,000

Choose a cover (thumbnail) from
the video.

Add text over the top (doesn't have 
to be the same words used in the
caption).

Just get started....



 

Nurture

e.g. Talking head 

Title hook (explain what you're going to
tell them with intrigue).

Give three tips (make them quick and
snappy).

Put a call to action in text over the
video, while you're still talking (keep
them to the end) ..e.g. 'follow for more
tips about running injuries, or 'join our
running community'

WHERE DOES IT FIT IN THE FUNNEL
BE STRATEGIC ABOUT CONTENT

Awareness

Nurture

Buy

e.g. Trending music and text.  - Try it
every two weeks.

Ask a question that needs an answer -
and give 2-4 options (e.g. 'labeled' with
an emoji) ♠ ♣♥♦

Give a comments-based call to action -
i.e. invite people to comment.

Put a call to action in text over the
video, while you're still talking (keep
them to the end) ..e.g. 'follow for more
tips about running injuries'.

e.g. Music and text and
actions

Make the call to action to
book an appointment or sign
up to your email list or lead
magnet.

Be 'promoting' 20% of the
time - but don't make it salesy.


